
Johnson Plastics Plus is proud to offer NEW 
comfortable, protective face coverings from 
multi-layer face masks to full coverage gaiters 
so you can protect yourself and others. 
These come blank and easy to personalize 
to fit your customer’s style and won’t fade 
when washing! Our face coverings come 
in multiple sizes and can fit a wide range of 
environments, we have the products needed 
to adapt different environments to new in-
person local guidelines.

ADULT TWO OR 
THREE LAYER MASKS 
WITH BLACK TRIM

ADULT TWO OR 
THREE LAYER MASKS 
WITH WHITE TRIM

ADULT TWO LAYER 
MASK WITH FILTER SLIT* 
WITH WHITE TRIM

KIDS TWO LAYER MASK 
WITH FILTER SLIT* WITH 
WHITE OR BLACK ELASTIC

VAPOR GAITER WITH SOLAR FABRIC 

ADD PERSONALIZATION THAT FITS YOUR CUSTOMER’S STYLE! 

*Filter Sold Separately

*Filter Sold Separately

3 - Layer (Size Large)  - #SUBMASKLBL3        $2.30 
3 - Layer (Size Small)  - #SUBMASKSBL3        $2.05
2 - Layer (Size Small)  - #SUBMASKSBL2        $2.05

3 - Layer (Size Small)  - #SUBMASKSWH3       $2.05 
2 - Layer (Size Small)  - #SUBMASKSWH2      $2.05

White (Adult Size)  - #SUBGAITER3  $5.50 
White (Kids Small)  - #SUBGAITER1  $4.05
White (Kids Medium)  - #SUBGAITER2  $4.15
Artic Blue (Adult Large)  - #SUBGAITER3AB $6.50
Pearl Gray (Adult Large)  - #SUBGAITER3PG $6.50
Pink Blossom (Adult Large)  - #SUBGAITER3PB $6.50

Size Large  - #SUBMASKLWHF        $3.35 

Black Ear Piece - #SUBMASK-KIDBL2        $2.05
White Ear Piece - #SUBMASK-KIDWH2      $2.05

Featuring a 100% polyester outer shell ready to be decorated with sublimation or 
heat transfer, with and a cotton inner layer that follows CDC recommendations. 
Includes two ear piece slides to adjust to smaller faces.

Featuring a 100% polyester outer shell that can be decorated with sublimation and 
a cotton inner layer that follows CDC recommendations. The non-adjustable ear 
pieces are made with polyester material.

Featuring one side that is 100% polyester that can be decorated with sublimation or 
heat transfer, and a cotton inner layer, as well as a slit to insert removeable filters for a 
third layer of protection. Includes two ear piece slides to adjust to smaller faces.

Featuring one side that is 100% polyester that can be decorated with sublimation and a 
second cotton layer. Our kids face masks come with adjustable ear pieces, making sure 
they fit comfortably.

Wear gaiters by sliding them over the head and around the neck, nose and mouth for protection 
making them a perfect option for those with sensitive ears. Customize gaiters with sublimation. 
These moisture-wicking Gaiters will stay dry and non-sticky throughout the day.

Sublimatable Face Coverings

JPPLUS.COM   |   1-800-869-7800   |   ORDERS SHIP SAME DAY WHEN PLACED BY 4 PM LOCAL TIME

Sublimatable Face Coverings

NEED HELP PERSONALIZING?

Contact us for a quote!
sales@jpplus.com 


